Club’s orientation night

By Noraini Shariff

The Victoria Club of Sunway College recently staged its first orientation night where staff, students and guests were treated to performances by the students.

The club’s members are students of the Victoria University of Technology programme at Sunway College.

The club was formed earlier this year to promote cooperation and friendship among the students.

The event also saw students receiving awards for their academic achievements from Sunway College.

The two Outstanding Student Awards were given to Sylviana Martinus and Chan Sue Ann. Sylviana received hers for obtaining an 82 per cent average score, to become the top Year One student.

The international student from Indonesia was described by her lecturer as “disciplined and determined”.

In addition to the Outstanding Student Award, Sylviana also received the Best Subject Award in Business Statistics (semester one).

Sue Ann was chosen as the best Year Two student for scoring an average of 91 per cent average score.

She also received the Best Subject award for International Economic Theory (semester two).

The prizes for the High Achievers Award went to Lee Mei Yee, Jean Jefriati Wiseng, Tan Yun Lee and Chin Foong Ming.

Mei Yee and Jean scored four high distinctions and four distinctions, while Yun Lee obtained three high distinctions and five distinctions for Year 1.

Foong Ming scored four high distinctions and four distinctions for Year 2.

The prizes for the Best Subject Award in Business Law (semester 2) and Microeconomics Principles (semester two).

Tee Ching Chee won the award for Statistics for Business and Marketing (semester one).

Chai Shau Min and Chin Yu Huey were awarded the Best Subject Award for Financial Accounting (semester two) and Managerial Economics (semester one) respectively.

Both Shau Min and Yu Huey are currently studying for their Year Three at the Victoria University in Melbourne, Australia.

Each of the award winners were presented with a book prize worth RM200 and a certificate for outstanding performance.

The director of the Australian University Programme at Sunway said that “apart from winning the awards, the VicUni students at Sunway College had actually outperformed their Australian counterparts in a number of subjects”.

Entertainment for the evening included band performances, a fashion show, dance routines and a sketch.